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HAVE YOU MET SERENITY KIDS? 
Serenity Kids is baby food of the highest nutritional, ethical and taste  
standards. 

Sparked by couple Serenity and Joe’s desire for healthier food for their  
future baby, the duo created a Paleo compliant option that aligned with their 
own values. Proponents of the Paleo diet, they were shocked at how much 
sugar and little fat was in most baby foods, and set out to create a delicious 
food that wouldn’t cause the inflammation associated with feeding too much 
sugar (even from fruit) and processed ingredients. 

Inspired by the macronutrient contents of mother’s milk, each blend’s ratio 
of protein, fat and carbohydrates was designed to meet what the USDA  
recommends for babies over six months old.currently available in a 3.5 oz 
serving of Grass Fed Beef with Organic Kale and Sweet Potato, Free Range 
Chicken with Organic Peas and Carrots, and Uncured Bacon with Organic 
Kale and Butternut Squash, Serenity Kids baby foods boast the highest meat 
proportion of any pouched baby food. Serenity Kids uses only ingredients 
without any antibiotics, added hormones, pesticides, fillers, GMOs, or com-
mon allergens including gluten, grain, dairy, corn, eggs or nuts.

High in protein and healthy fats from grass fed and pastured animals raised 
on small American family farms, and blended with organic vegetables, 
Serenity Kids’ recipes taste great and leave babies full, happy, and serene. 

Introduction
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SERENITY & JOE CARR, CO-FOUNDERS
Serenity and Joe Carr created Serenity Kids Baby Food because they wanted 
the best possible food for their future baby. The Paleo diet healed Serenity’s 
digestive issues, anxiety, and insomnia, and improved Joe’s focus, energy and 
mood—issues associated with his high-functioning autism. In 2014, Serenity 
left her career in Fortune 500 logistics to start the Joy of Paleo  coaching 
business. Joe spent his post-college years doing social justice 
activism. He started a progressive youth nonprofit in 2012. Now he is a 
certified life coach and educator, and works with other autistic adults to help 
them harness the gifts of their autism. In 2016, Joe and Serenity started a 
family cooperative-living community in Austin, Texas, where adults and 
children live and grow together in a modern-tribal environment. Together, 
they aspire to transform the baby food industry, end childhood diabetes and 
support sustainable, regenerative family farms.

About Our Founders
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ROBB WOLF 
Author, The Paleo Solution and Wired to Eat, 
RobbWolf.com

Robb Wolf, a former research biochemist is the two-times 
New York Times/Wall Street Journal best-selling author of 
The Paleo Solution and Wired To Eat.  Robb has transformed 
the lives of hundreds of thousands of people around the 
world via his top ranked iTunes podcast, books and seminars.

DR. SARAH BALLANTYNE, PH.D 
Author, The Paleo Approach, Paleo Principles, 
The Healing Kitchen, ThePaleoMom.com

Sarah Ballantyne, Ph.D. is the creator of the award-winning 
online resource www.ThePaleoMom.com; cohost of the 
syndicated, top-rated The Paleo View Podcast; New York 
Times bestselling author of The Paleo Approach, The Paleo 
Approach Cookbook and The Healing Kitchen and creator of 
the online program, Go To Bed. 

TAYLOR COLLINS 
Founder and CEO, EPIC Provisions

Taylor hails from Austin, TX and has an extensive back-
ground in both the food industry and health care. More 
importantly, he is a master of doing epic things. His love of 
the outdoors embodies the spirit of EPIC. When not working, 
Taylor is often found trail running deep in the Barton Creek 
Greenbelt or looking for buffalo to befriend. Taylor is both 
a competitive runner and triathlete with many top podium 
finishes. 

SAM ELICK
Founder and CEO of Brain Juice

With an MBA from the Acton School of Business– an inten-
sive entrepreneurship program– Sam founded Brain Juice.  
Through strategic marketing, sales, and fundraising Brain 
Juice is one of the top selling supplements at Whole Foods’ 
flagship store in Austin. He is a “natural” biohacker, always 
researching and experimenting with the latest knowledge 
relating to natural foods, supplements, fitness, and wellbeing.

Advisory Board

CURRENT
SALES: 
Pre-Sales 
to Customers: 

3500 POUCHES

SALES 
PROJECTIONS: 
Year 1: 
Conservative: 
28,435 CASES   
Stretch: 
131,0523 CASES
Year 2: 
Conservative: 
128,438 CASES  
Stretch: 
393,158 CASES
Year 3: 
Conservative: 
293,502 CASES  
Stretch: 
1,179,474 CASES

 COMPANY
Profile
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A NOTE FROM OUR CO-FOUNDER, SERENITY...
The Paleo diet turned my life, and my health, 
around. After suffering heartburn, anxiety and 
insomnia for most of my life, I finally found 
relief through this ancestral approach to health. I 
became such a believer that I left my corporate 
job to start a Paleo coaching business. My part-
ner, Joe, and I met through the Paleo community. 
Joe lives with high functioning autism and Paleo 
has drastically reduced his anxiety, improved his 
attention and focus, eliminated his skin problems 
and improved his digestion. 

When Joe and I visited Paleo f(x), the biggest 
industry conference in Paleo, in 2016, we got 
excited to track down Paleo baby food. We don’t 
have kids yet, but are planning to start a family, 
and since a Paleo diet has been instrumental in 
our healing, we want the best possible nutrition 
for our future baby. 

We asked Michelle Norris, Paleo f(x) CEO, where the baby booths were. She said, “I ask my-
self that every year.” I was shocked! And Paleo baby foods weren’t only missing from Paleo 
f(x). I searched in grocery stores, baby stores and online, but I couldn’t find a single product 
that met my nutritional requirements. That’s how the idea for Serenity Kids was conceived. 

Our first priority is to educate parents about what healthy eating truly looks like for their 
babies. Today’s organic baby food is ridiculously high in sugar and contains almost none of the 
healthy fats needed for brain development. 

Our Story 
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WHAT BABIES REALLY NEED 
A baby’s macronutrient needs are very different 
from an adult’s. As a guide, we can look at the 
macronutrient ratios in breast milk. Fat makes 
up 45-55% of the calories in breast milk, closely 
followed by carbohydrates. Breast milk contains a 
relatively small amount of protein. 

According to the USDA, a 7-12 month old baby 
needs about 30 grams of fat per day, which may 
not sound like a lot until you account for the 
weight differential. If you use our multiple of ten, 
that would equal 300 grams of fat for an adult, or 
the equivalent of 1.5 packages of Kerrygold butter 
per day. Babies need a lot of fat!

Commercial baby food simply doesn’t address 
these nutritional requirements.

We conducted an informal study of 250 leading organic baby foods and found that 80 percent 
have 5g of sugar or more. Feeding a 15-pound baby 5g of sugar is roughly equivalent to giving 
a 150 lb adult an 16-oz Coca Cola. Sixty percent of organic baby foods contain 10g of sugar or 
more—two 16-oz Coca Cola’s! 

Of the baby foods we studied, less than one 
percent had more than 2g of fat. Of the 4% that 
contained meat (an ideal first food for baby’s 
protein requirements), all contained fillers 
like grain, dairy or legumes. What’s more, 
none of the meat-containing pouches disclosed 
the sources of their meat. 
 
So, ideally, our babies should eat as well (or 
better!) than we do. Our ideal diet consists of 
meat, fat and veggies. But will babies even eat 
meat and fat?
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OUR BABY FOOD RECIPES
We set out to make sure our recipes weren’t just 
nutritious, but appealing to babies. Because as 
much as we find nutrient density important, we 
also know it doesn’t matter much if babies won’t 
eat it! 

Our original purees of veggies and high-fat, pas-
ture-raised meats went out to babies all around 
our hometown of Austin, Texas. The result was 
overwhelmingly successful. Even babies that had 
been fed those sugary pouches were happy to eat 
our food. Our tests helped us land on combina-
tions that were palatable to babies, which usually 
meant adding a slightly sweet (but slow-burning) 
starch like sweet potato or squash. 

Babies love sweetness because breast milk is 
fairly sweet and starchy carbs are ideal for avoiding blood sugar spikes and crashes. Once we 
figured this out, our baby testers scarfed down the fatty, meaty goodness.

Of course, we can’t really blame our competitors for turning to low-cost fruit pouches. We 
realized early on that making baby food this way is tough. Our ingredients are the cleanest on 
Earth, but they’re also expensive. 

Fruit purees, on the other hand, can be cheaply sourced and provide a wide profit margin for 
their manufacturers. No wonder the market is saturated with these sugar bombs!

From sourcing clean meats, to processing meat to use in baby food, to finding suppliers 
handling small enough volumes for a start-up, to dealing with the USDA to creating safe, 
shelf-stable products, we ran into challenges at every turn.

We pressed on because we see that well-meaning parents are left with two options. Either 
they sacrifice time to source, buy, puree, chill and store all their baby’s food at home, or they 
give their children sugary, addicting first foods packed with fillers and devoid of nutrients. 

We’ve created an alternative. 
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SERENITY KIDS IS THE SOLUTION
Our baby food is high in fat, low in sugar and 
an ideal first food for babies over 6 months. Our 
careful combinations of premium, humanely- 
raised meats and organic veggies are free of 
hormones, antibiotics, GMOs, gluten, fillers, grain, 
dairy, corn, allergens, eggs and nuts. Plus, our 
squeeze packets are a, ready-to-eat food for your 
baby,  easy for you to tote around in a diaper bag, 
purse or car. They are completely shelf-stable and 
good for a year after purchase. 

Our Advisory Board now includes industry 
leaders Taylor Collins from EPIC, Dr. Sarah 
Ballantyne, PhD of The Paleo Mom and Robb 
Wolf. All three have been instrumental in helping 
us gain momentum within the community, build 
a following and make sure our nutritional profiles 
are ideal. They’ve also helped us clarify our purpose to support small, regenerative family 
farms as we source the highest quality ingredients for our pouches. 
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Our Products
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We blend organic veggies with completely cage-free, small-farmed, organic and  
pasture-raised chicken for the protein your baby needs to grow big and strong. Then we add 
organic avocado oil, which is rich in Omega-3 fats, to aid brain development. It’s a favorite 
among our baby testers! It’s an amazing combination of first foods that’s perfectly aligned 
with your baby’s nutritional needs. 

Meal time is a messy affair—make every bite count with our nutrient-dense chicken puree!

FREE RANGE

CHICKEN
WITH ORGANIC PEAS & CARROTS

5G 5G 3G

Organic pea, organic carrot, organic free range chicken,
water, organic, avocado oil, Himalayan sea salt

Gluten

FREE FROM:

PROTEIN FAT SUGAR

Grains

Dairy

Nuts

Eggs

Soy
Fillers

Added Sugars
GMOs

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

SIMPLE 
INGREDIENTS:6

We know you want only the best for your 
little one, so we created our chicken flavor 
as a more nutrient-dense version of a 
beloved family meal!
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Our hearty beef baby-food recipe combines organic sweet potatoes, kale and grass fed, grass 
finished beef. Sweet potatoes lend a natural sweetness to the blend that babies enjoy and 
you’ll be surprised how tasty kale is when added to the mix. Plus, these veggies represent a 
range of vitamins and minerals ideal for healthy development. 

Our beef is raised according to the highest standards of sustainability and animal welfare, 
and treated with enormous respect (think green pastures and diets of lush grass). The fat from 
their meat is extra high Omega 3s and conjugated linoleic acid (CLAs), essential for a baby’s 
brain development, and is an excellent source of iron.

Meal time is a messy affair—make every bite count with our nutrient-dense beef puree!

100% GRASS FED

BEEF
WITH ORGANIC KALE & SWEET POTATO

5G 5G 3G

Organic sweet potato, water, grass fed beef, 
organic kale, Himalayan sea salt

Gluten

FREE FROM:

PROTEIN FAT SUGAR

Grains

Dairy

Nuts

Eggs

Soy
Fillers

Added Sugars

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

SIMPLE 
INGREDIENTS:5

Serenity Kids’ beef flavor offers little ones 
the perfect combination of sustain-
ably-sourced meat and veggies to help 
you meet their nutritional needs on-the-go. 

GMOsx
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100% PASTURED PORK

UNCURED
BACON
WITH ORGANIC KALE & BUTTERNUT SQUASH

4G 5G 3G

Organic butternut squash, pastured pork, uncured bacon– no ni-
trates or nitrites added except for those naturally occurring in sea 
salt (pastured pork, water, sea salt) water, organic kale 

Gluten

FREE FROM:

PROTEIN FAT SUGAR

Grains

Dairy

Nuts

Eggs

Soy
Fillers

Added Sugars

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

SIMPLE 
INGREDIENTS:5

Give your baby the tastiest food on Earth and 
an incredible dose of nutrients to boot with 
our pastured pork-based baby food!

Pasture-raised pork is rich in Vitamin D, which makes it the perfect source of healthy 
brain-boosting fat for babies. Our pork comes from pigs raised on pastures in their natural en-
vironment. It is processed only with smoke and sea salt, never any sugar, nitrates or nitrites, 
yielding a bacon that is full of fats rich in Omega 3s and CLAs. 

We blend it with organic butternut squash for added sweetness and healthy, slow-burning 
carbohydrates and organic kale for vitamins, minerals and fiber. It’s one of the tastiest foods 
on the planet and our baby testers absolutely love it! 

Meal time is a messy affair—make every bite count with our nutrient-dense pork puree!

GMOsx
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PORK
Pasture-raised pork is rich in 
Vitamin D, which makes it 
the perfect source of healthy 
brain-boosting fat for babies. 
Our pork comes from pigs 
raised on pastures in their 
natural environment. It is 
processed only with smoke 
and sea salt, never any sugar, 
nitrates or nitrites, yielding a 
bacon that is full of fats rich in 
Omega 3s and CLAs. 

We blend it with organic but-
ternut squash for added sweet-
ness and healthy, slow-burn-
ing carbohydrates and organic 
kale for vitamins, minerals 
and fiber.

CHICKEN
We blend organic veggies with 
completely cage-free, small-
farmed and pasture-raised 
chicken for the protein your 
baby needs to grow big and 
strong. Then we add organ-
ic avocado oil, which is rich 
in Omega-3 fats to aid brain 
development. It’s an amazing 
combination of first foods 
that’s perfectly aligned with 
your baby’s nutritional needs. 
 

BEEF
Our hearty beef baby food 
recipe’s a combination of 
organic sweet potatoes, kale 
and grass fed, grass finished 
beef. It’s a favorite among our 
baby testers! Sweet potatoes 
lend a natural sweetness to the 
blend that babies enjoy and 
you’ll be surprised how tasty 
kale is when added to the mix. 
Plus, these veggies represent a 
range of vitamins and nutri-
ents ideal for healthy develop-
ment. 

VARIETY PACK BABY FOOD (6 pack)
Can’t make up your minds? Try them all! For a limited time only, you will receive 2 each of our 3 
delicious flavors. 
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AT WHAT AGE CAN A BABY START EATING SERENITY KIDS?
We recommend waiting to introduce solids until a baby is at least six months old. (In  special 
cases, doctors may recommend introducing solids earlier.) Serenity Kids is an ideal first food, 
provided a child has been tested for allergic reactions to individual ingredients. (You can test 
this yourself by introducing single pureed foods one-at-a-time.) There’s no reason to press a 
healthy baby uninterested in solid food at six months. Trust your intuition and your baby’s—
you’ve got this!

DO SERENITY KIDS POUCHES NEED TO BE REFRIGERATED? 
Our products are shelf stable until they are opened, so no need to refrigerate. We achieve this 
through a high-heat, high-pressure retort process (similar to canning), not through the use of any 
stabilizers or fillers. Our pouches taste great at room temperature. Refrigerate after opening 
and either eat or freeze within 24 hours. 

CAN THEY BE FROZEN?
Yes, once opened you can freeze them within 24 hours and then defrost and eat later. You can 
also freeze unopened pouches.

WHAT’S WITH THE HIGHER PRICE POINT?
We want your baby to have the most amazing, high quality ingredients on the planet, and we 
know you do too! If you’ve ever shopped for grass-fed or pasture-raised meats, you know these 
ingredients are more expensive than conventionally raised meats. Where most other baby 
foods contain high amounts of fruit or other fillers, such as rice, legumes or oats, which are 
much cheaper than meat, we’re committed to sustainable and healthy ingredients. This comes 
at a premium, but we think it’s worth it. We strive to offer the best-quality ingredients in order 
to build a stronger, healthier generation. 

DO YOU USE ANY PRESERVATIVES IN YOUR POUCHES?
No. Our pouches are shelf-stable because they go through a high-heat, high-pressure retort 
process, which is similar to canning. 

DOES YOUR PROCESS DEGRADE THE NUTRIENT QUALITY OF THE VEGETABLES? 
The short answer is yes. High heat and pressure does affect the vitamin quality in the 
vegetables. However it does not affect the quality of the fiber or carbohydrates, and it does not 
harm the fat, protein or mineral quality contained in the meat. We recommend you feed your 
baby freshly cooked vegetables in addition to our food. 
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ISN’T IT BETTER FOR ME TO JUST MAKE MY OWN BABY FOOD? 
Definitely! Feeding your baby off your plate or making your own fresh purees is the healthiest 
option. Our food is great for when you are unable to cook, are on the go, or when sending them 
to grandma’s. Check out our Infant Nutrition Quick Start Guide for recipes and guidelines on 
how to make your own food. 

YOU MENTION BABY-LED WEANING IN SOME OF YOUR MATERIALS. WHAT IS BABY-LED 
WEANING?

Baby-led weaning is a process of letting the baby decide when he or she is ready to begin eating 
solid foods. Once they are six months or older, babies will begin to demonstrate interest in adult 
foods. Parents can use their instincts to determine when they are ready for solid food’s and let 
them lead, rather than trying to pressure them to eat before they are ready. 

Should Serenity Kids’ food be the first thing I feed a baby besides breastmilk? 
We recommend parents start by introducing single pureed foods one-at-a-time in order to test 
for allergens. Once parents have determined that they are not allergic to any of our ingredients, 
they can begin feeding their babies our foods. 

HOW SOON CAN BABIES EAT MEAT?
Fatty meats are ideal first foods for babies, as their stomachs contain all the enzymes necessary 
to digest meat. Not having teeth does make it difficult. You can give your little one pureed meats 
or (if you dare) give them pre-chewed meat just like a mama bird. It sounds a little gross, but it’s 
a common practice with indigenous cultures worldwide.

WHY IS THERE SUCH HIGH FAT AND PROTEIN CONTENT? IS THIS HEALTHY FOR BABIES?
The ratios of fat, protein and carbohydrates in Serenity Kids represents an ideal balance of the 
macronutrients your baby needs to thrive—including protein and fat! Babies 7-12 months old 
need at least 30 grams of fat and 11 grams of protein a day. Fat and protein from animals raised 
on pasture and without added chemicals is the healthiest source of these nutrients for the hu-
man body. It’s incredibly nutritious for your baby. 

ARE YOU SUGGESTING I FEED MY BABY A PALEO DIET?
The focus of our approach is on giving our little ones the most nutrient-dense foods we possibly 
can so that every messy bite counts. For some people, the Paleo diet carries a negative 
connotation. We simply think of this way of eating as one that focuses on nutrient density and 
avoids potentially irritating foods. And the fact is, meat and vegetables contain significantly 
more nutrition than fruits, grains, and legumes. So yes, we think this is a diet of clean meats and 
vegetables is a perfectly healthy way to encourage little ones to eat. 
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ISN’T FRUIT THE BEST FIRST FOOD?  
About 40 to 55 percent of the calories in human breast milk come from carbohydrates and the 
result is that breast milk is quite sweet. Babies naturally enjoy sweeter foods, but that doesn’t 
mean they need sugar! Even the high sugar content in some fruit can be excessive for babies. 
Remember that vegetables tend to contain the same important vitamins, minerals, phytochem-
icals and fiber as fruits and then some. Opting for root veggies like winter squash and sweet 
potato is a great compromise, as they provide a sweetness that babies love while also providing 
slow-burning starchy carbs instead of simple sugars. 

When it comes to store-bought baby foods, pay attention to the sugar content. Check the num-
ber of grams and stick to servings under 5g. Doesn’t sound like a lot, right? But 5g of sugar for a 
15-pound baby is like a 150-pound adult eating 50g  of sugar, which is the equivalent of drinking 
a 16-ounce bottle of cola. 

WHY AREN’T ALL YOUR PRODUCTS CERTIFIED ORGANIC? 
Our chicken and all of our vegetables are certified organic and are non-GMO project verified. 
Our beef and pork are raised organically, with no hormones, antibiotics or GMO feed. Small 
American family farmers raise these animals exclusively on pasture in sustainable and regen-
erative ways, which means they rotate the grazing constantly so as not to overgraze any one 
area. This practice makes organic certification extremely costly because every inch of pasture 
on their entire farm would have to be certified. So we chose to forgo organic certification for 
these products in order to support these farmers and use regeneratively raised meat, which is 
better for your baby and for the planet. 

ARE YOUR POUCHES BPA FREE AND RECYCLABLE? 
Our pouches are made from a BPA-free plastic. The caps are recyclable anywhere plastic is 
recycled. The pouches are not recyclable in traditional plastic recycling because they’re a mix-
ture of different plastics, however we are in discussions with TerraCycle™ to create a program 
where they would recycle our pouches if customers mailed them in. 

AREN’T SQUEEZE POUCHES BAD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT? 
We recognize that plastic poses a variety of environmental problems. We explored packaging it 
in glass, and given the resources required to produce, transport and dispose of glass, mixed with 
the overwhelming consumer demand for the squeeze pouch, we decided to launch our compa-
ny with pouched products. We are exploring other packaging options and if there is consumer 
demand, we may adopt glass packaging. 

I’M RAISING MY BABY VEGETARIAN/VEGAN. DO YOU PLAN TO EXPAND INTO PLANT-BASED 
MEALS?

We do intend to create some high-fat vegetable purees using olive, avocado, and possibly 
coconut oils. 
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WILL THE SERENITY KIDS LINE BE EXPANDING?
Yes! Join our email list for updates about future products. 

CAN YOUR POUCHES BE MICROWAVED?
Our food is designed to be consumed at room temperature. If you want to heat them, we recom-
mend putting the pouch in hot water. We do not recommend microwaving the pouches.  

WHAT IS THE SHELF LIFE OF YOUR POUCHES?
Our food can be consumed up to one year from the date of manufacture. 

HOW LONG WILL AN OPEN POUCH LAST?
We recommend eating or freezing it within 24 hours of opening. 

WAIT, I THOUGHT PEAS WEREN’T PALEO? 
We called in our advisory board member, Dr. Sarah Ballantyne PhD., to help us answer this 
question! Sarah’s answer:

The issue with peas is complicated. They have some of the lowest levels of trypsin inhibitors, 
hemagglutinins and phytates of any legume, but the one study that looked at cooking and deac-
tivation showed they needed 2 hours of cooking to completely deactivate (this study only looked 
at 2 hours, so we don’t know if they can be deactivated more rapidly).

Generally the low levels of antinutrients in peas aren’t considered a big deal for healthy adults, 
which is why peas typically get a pass on Paleo. But phytohemagglutiin, which is present in 
small amounts in peas, is known to change gut morphology in rats. (It’s used as a model of 
something called precocious gut maturation, an adaptation to solid foods before natural wean-
ing, something mammals have to protect infants if they lose their mother, but it’s a different 
maturation process than normal.) That may simply imply that it’s better for older babies, say at 
least seven months.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO PUT PEA (LEGUME) IN THE CHICKEN FLAVOR?
We tested many different recipes with babies and the chicken, pea and carrot combination was 
the overall favorite. Plus, we hope the quintessential combination of peas and carrots will give 
mom’s a familiar feeling when their babies try our unique kind of food.  

WHY USE AVOCADO OIL?
We added avocado oil to the chicken flavor to increase the fat content. We use chicken thigh 
meat, a fattier cut, but to achieve our target 5g of fat, we needed a little more. Organic avocado 
oil is a well-balanced fat rich in Omega 3s. 
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IS SERENITY KIDS FOOD KOSHER?
The ingredients in our chicken and beef products are Kosher and our factory has strict segre-
gation protocols to prohibit any cross contamination. However our products are not currently 
certified kosher to orthodox standards by any third party agency. 

IS BACON REALLY GOOD FOR BABIES? 
Our pork is pasture-raised and fed on pasture without synthetic hormones, GMO feed or any 
undesirable ingredients. When processed into bacon, our sources use only smoke and salt, not 
nitrates, nitrites or other preservatives. We believe fat from pasture-raised animals is an ex-
cellent source of nutrients, and bacon is a tasty way to give your baby the fat needed to thrive. 
Store-bought bacon may not be a healthy choice for your infant, but our impeccably sourced 
pork is. 

DO YOUR PRODUCTS REALLY HAVE THE MOST MEAT?
Yes! All of the protein in our baby foods comes from meat, and we are the only other organ-
ic baby food we found that had at least 5g of protein and didn’t contain additional fillers like 
beans, rice, dairy, or oats.

WHERE DOES YOUR MEAT COME FROM?
We partner with small American family farmers who raise their animals on pasture, without 
hormones, antibiotics or GMO feed. Our farmers also practice regenerative agriculture, which 
means they graze their herds in a way that mimics herd behavior in nature and actually im-
proves the land. 

WHAT IS REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE? 
There are three types of agriculture. Degenerative farming harms the planet and leaves the 
land worse than we found it. Sustainable agriculture does no harm, leaving the land the same 
as we found it. Regenerative agriculture improves the land, leaving it better than we found it. 
For instance, strategic grazing of ruminants (such as cows and bison) can turn desertified areas 
into grassland. The animals eat the tall dead grasses that would otherwise fall over and shade 
out new growth, and they leave behind manure which acts as fertilizer. Millions of acres of 
grassland have been restored with this method, learn more at The Savory Institute’s website. 

ARE ALL OF YOUR VEGETABLES ORGANIC AND NON-GMO?
Yes, all our vegetables are certified organic by ODAFF and are Non-GMO Project verified. 
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WHAT’S THE FARM-TO-CONSUMER LEGAL DEFENSE FUND (FTCLDF)?
Serenity Kids has made supporting this organization a part of our mission, so we 
donate one percent of our profits to them. FTCLDF is a nonprofit organization 
that defends the rights and broadens the freedoms of family farms and protects 
consumer access to raw milk and nutrient-dense foods. Farmers who choose to 
become members have access to a variety of legal and business resources that 
allow them to better compete with larger factory farms. Learn more about them 
at www.farmtoconsumer.org. 

CAN ADULTS EAT SERENITY KIDS?
Of course! People of all ages love our food. 

DO YOU SHIP OUTSIDE OF THE US?
Not at this time. 

IS THERE A RISK FOR MOLD IN YOUR POUCHES? 
Definitely not. Our pouches go through a high-heat, high-pressure process after 
they are sealed, which kills all potential pathogens or mold. The reports of mold 
found in pouches were all processed using “hot fill”, meaning they pasteurize it 
first and then fill the pouches, which allows the small chance for contamination 
in between.    

HOW DO I RECEIVE YOUR FREE BABY NUTRITION EBOOK?
You can download our ebook on our website, or get it free with any purchase. 

CAN I FEED SERENITY KIDS TO MY DOG OR CAT?
Dogs are omnivores so you can totally feed it to them. Cats are natural carni-
vores, so the veggies in our blends aren’t a good choice for kitties.
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